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Overview

• INL continues to support the U.S. Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS) in carrying out their 
cybersecurity mission 

• Highlighted Focus Areas:

− Cyber Workforce Development

− COVID-19 Response

− All Hazards Analysis (AHA)

− Infrastructure Playbook

− Election Security 

− Operation Warp Speed (OWS)

FY20: INL recognized for critical role in 

supporting DHS’s efforts to enhance the 

security and resilience of industrial control 

systems (ICS) and critical infrastructure 

INL is the top DHS-funded U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) 

National Laboratory 



Workforce Development 

Workforce Development Solutions

• Assisting with DHS Cybersecurity and 
Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) 
Institute Program: National Cyber University 

• Establishing cybersecurity apprenticeship 
and badging programs with multiple partners

• Utilizing INL ICS cybersecurity expertise to 
update academic curriculum

• Initiating INL-developed Cyber-CHAMP© 
model for government and businesses

• Supporting Boise State University’s (BSU) 
Cyberdome initiative and Cyber CORe
Degree program



Expected Project Results:

• Skills testing resources

• Clear path to identify education/skills 

needed for the various cyber career fields 

• Assist businesses with access to 

employer-driven educational 

opportunities

• Identifying cybersecurity training needs 

for existing employees

• Create centralized location for sharable 

cybersecurity curriculum

• Assist academia to visualize and tailor 

curriculum to meet employer’s needs

Future Directions: Idaho Cyber Project
Customized solution for government entities and private sector 

businesses

Image Credit: BSU Cyberdome Logo 



COVID-19 Response Overview

Direct Support to 

Incident Response 

• Facilitated healthcare supply chain outreach efforts 
between DHS officials in New York City and critical 
product suppliers 

• Facilitated a session among the nation’s largest 
oxygen suppliers to enable DHS and HHS to better 
understand needs and challenges as infections rise  

• Supported DHS CISA efforts at Federal Emergency 
Management Agency HQ on topics from hospital 
operational challenges to mortuary supply chains 

Business 

Reopening

• Conducted rapid assessment for CISA of potential 
factors affecting business reopening

• Identified critical considerations, pre-existing 
resources, and potential elements for “reopening 
checklists”

Analysis of Future 

Infrastructure 

Challenges

• CISA is increasingly focused on potential future 
challenges to the Nation’s infrastructure and longer-
term recovery

• INL is advising CISA on approaches to these priorities 
and soon will be fully engaged in future issue scanning 
and discrete analysis of specific future concerns

With support from DHS CISA, INL designed, 

developed, and deployed the Commercial 

Routing Assistance (CRA) tool: 

• Merges coordinated and vetted data 

streams

• Plots multiple automated or custom 

routing options

• Visualizes state regulations and actions 

that a driver may encounter along a route

cra.inl.gov



All Hazards Analysis (AHA) 

• Understand the consequence of infrastructure failure

• Enable collection and documentation of dependency 
information

• Provide a framework and capability for both analysts and 
decision makers

• Enhance the continuity of operations across sectors

Use Case

• National Response Framework

• Disruption Modeling (TTX)

• Mission Assurance (COOP)

• Resilience Planning

• Supply Chain Modeling

• Knowledge Management and 

Transfer

Availability 

• Analytic support for Federal and 

State Partners (DHS, USAF, US 

Army)

• State and Local Deployment 

Pilot

• No-cost License (2 states)

AHA is an optimized framework for the collection, 

storage, analysis, and visualization of critical 

infrastructure information 



Regional Infrastructure Guidebook  

Focus on knowledge building and a framework for how to 

perform infrastructure analysis

Priorities and capabilities 

will be different Region-to-

Region

• Identifying and prioritizing regional infrastructure

• Understanding lifeline systems and critical nodes

• Analytic tradecraft and business intelligence

• Multi-source research 

• Resources

Allows flexibility for 

different ways a critical 

infrastructure analyst may 

support a host of 

operational missions

• DHS Taxonomy, Critical Lifelines, Capabilities-

focused, ESF-14

• Dependency Profiles

• Special Event Support

• Incident Support

• Risk Management and Mitigation Strategies

Critical questions help to 

translate guidebook 

information into analytic 

inquiries and actions

• What can I do with this (guidebook) information?

Keeping abreast of key 

infrastructure industry 

drivers of changes, threats, 

and trends 

• Infrastructure portfolios and risk profiles will change 

over time



Securing U.S. Election 
Infrastructure

• Participated in 4 task areas related to 
election systems aimed at pre- and 
post-attack defense

− All efforts uncovered issues 
ranging from minor to significant

• Provided stakeholders mitigative 
solutions to better harden 
systems against attack

• Evaluated large percentage of national 
election system vendors 

• CISA plans on continuing election 
research at INL 



Operation Warp Speed (OWS)

• INL support to OWS:

− Proactive assessments of critical infrastructure systems and networks across 
the vaccine supply chain

• Help manufacturers and distributers better architect their environments 
against attacks

− INL has performed 4 Assessments to date (additional scheduled)

− Continuous monitoring and network defense support for OWS stakeholders

• Focused on detecting advanced intrusions when they happen

• Multiple customers in different stages of deployment

OWS Mission Statement: 

Using the resources of the federal government and the U.S. private 

sector, OWS will accelerate the testing, supply, development, and 

distribution of safe and effective vaccines, therapeutics, and diagnostics 

to counter COVID-19 by January 2021
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Ron Fisher
Director, Infrastructure Assurance and Analysis Division

National and Homeland Security 

ron.fisher@inl.gov


